
Movian - Bug #2735
Icon and title of upnp server are not updated in lan browser if you rerun another server on remote pc
06/28/2015 11:56 AM - Mikko Virtanen

Status: Fixed Start date: 06/28/2015
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: User interface Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 5.0
Found in version: 4.10 Platform: PS3
Description

While running Showtime if you are using PS3MS, quit, and switch to UMS the icon on home page is not updated accordingly

History
#1 - 06/28/2015 05:37 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

4.8.11 is outdated. Please update to 4.10.

#2 - 06/28/2015 09:22 PM - Mikko Virtanen

Same happens with 4.10

#3 - 06/28/2015 09:28 PM - Leonid Protasov

Mikko Virtanen wrote:

Same happens with 4.10

You mean that: Movian in LAN finds PS3MS and after on remote PC you shutdown PS3MS and run UMS instead - the name in LAN is not refreshed?

#4 - 06/28/2015 10:22 PM - Mikko Virtanen

Exactly. It seems there are both PS3MS and UMS icons on top of each other as the icon of server which was launched later does flicker in front for a
short moment.

I noticed this when testing Movian on both media servers while testing the finnish translation file.

#5 - 06/28/2015 10:25 PM - Leonid Protasov

Mikko Virtanen wrote:

Exactly. It seems there are both PS3MS and UMS icons on top of each other as the icon of server which was launched later does flicker in front for
a short moment.
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I noticed this when testing Movian on both media servers while testing the finnish translation file.

But what happens when you enter the icon? Is that just cosmetic bug or functional bug?

#6 - 06/29/2015 06:00 AM - Mikko Virtanen

No biggie, just cosmetic. Only the icon is not updated properly.

#7 - 06/29/2015 07:25 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from Update problem when changing media server while Showtime is running to Icon and title of upnp server are not updated in lan 
browser if you rerun another server on remote pc
- Target version set to 5.0
- Found in version changed from 4.8.11 to 4.10
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